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Abstract:Energy imbalance is a serious problem in
wireless sensor network. This paper describes the various
reasons for energy imbalance in wsn and different
techniques to ensure energy efficient data transmission. It
is characterized by multihop routing and difference in the
responsibilities of different nodes. So because of different
responsibilities, node dissipates their energy unevenly and
result into energy holes. These energy holes result into
network disconnectivity.So far so many different
techniques has been proposed and some of them are
exceptionally better than other, but on cost of some
parameters and compromising with other parameters.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

First of all, a wireless sensor network consists of a large no
of nodes and they monitor a desired area, sense data,
transmit that data to sink in multihop fashion or direct
transmission. As the nodes in sensor networks are battery
powered and they can’t be recharged once they are down,
energy should be used as efficiently as possible and that can
be done only when every node will have evenly distributed
responsibility. Basically there are two ways to send data to
sink.
Sensor-to-sink direct transmission is the easiest way for
reporting sensed data to the data sink if the
transmissionrange of each sensor node is large enough to
reach the sink.But the energy required to transmit data is
directly proportional to the square of distance form sink. So
in this mechanism the nodes far away from the sink will lose
their energy more quickly comparing to the nodes nearer to
the sink.
Opposite to this, node adoptsmultihop transmission
technique in which nodes send data to sink via multihop
path. In this approach the nodes that are nearer to sink will
have to forward more data in comparison to the nodes that
are far away from the sink. So the nodes near to the sink will
lose more energy in comparison to nodes far from sink.
Experimental results show that in multihop routing, when
the nodes nearer to sink loose (finish) their energy , the
nodes farthest away from sink had 90% initial energy
remaining with them. So a new scheme named as mixed
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routing scheme was introduced. In this scheme, nodes
alternate between hop by hop and direct transmission mode
and a data distribution ratio is calculated for every node.
According to the data distribution ratio node sends data in
these two modes.
II.
RELATED WORK
The schemes that have been given so far are as follows.
Cluster head rotation scheme: In this scheme some node acts
as cluster head and node forwards data to them and these
cluster head are changed periodically so that their energy
can be saved. But changing of cluster heads must be
performed very frequently so that every node will get a
chance to become cluster head and this requires extra
mechanism to perform rotation. Non uniform deployment
scheme: In this technique, additional nodes are deployed in
the area where traffic is high compared to the area where the
data traffic is low. But there is one problem with this
scheme ie in the starting it is difficult to calculate where the
traffic will be high or where it will be low. Power adjusted
transmission scheme: In this scheme node sends data
according to the available energy with them. Before sending
the data, their energy level is checked and if they have the
energy more than the threshold, then only they will be
selected to be used as the next hop for transmission. But the
problem is that how to check their energy, an extra
apparatus is required for that task. Data aggregation
technique: In this technique, node performs data aggregation
before forwarding data to next node. Data aggregation is a
process of eliminating redundant data. But this technique
can not be used in the applications where data aggregation is
not allowed to perform. Sink node based scheme: According
to the requirement, there are two options available known as
single sink vs multiple sink. In single sink, there will be one
sink and every node will send data to that sink directly or by
multihop path according to their position. Whereas in
multiple sink, there will be more than one sink and nodes
will send data to the sink available in their region. One more
type of sink option is available ie mobile sink in which the
sink node moves in the monitoring area and collects data
from sensor nodes.
III.
SYSTEM MODEL
In the model of the network, it isassumed that all sensor
nodes are uniformly distributed in a monitoring area. There
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is only one sink in the network and the sink is static by
nature. It is also assumed that each node can directly
communicate with the sink. The data gathering operation is
divided into rounds.
A general data collection model is employed in this study. In
this model, the amount of data sent in different modes is a
linear function of total data sensed by a node. The figure
shows a network having some nodes and the distance of
these nodes from the sink is different for different nodes.
The graph for BFS algorithm will be constructed as follows.
For a particular distance d, all the nodes that will be in that
distance d, an undirected edge will be considered between
sink and that node. Now for any two nodes (u,v), an edge
exists between u and v iffd(u,v) <d. According to this
assumption, a graph has been drawn and sink is assumed to
be the root of the graph. This distance d is not fixed and
varies with the density of nodes in the network.
After running the BFS algorithm in the graph, considering
starting node as sink, the level of different nodes are as
follows. For this particular graph, some nodes are at level1,
some are at level 2, etc.

SINK
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IV. ENERGY BALANCING MECHANISMS

Energy Consumption model based on aggregation. In this
model, the amount of data outputted, denoted by
E(x) = mx + c
1. If m=0 and c> 0 the model corresponds to a
scenario in which each node can generate the data
it receives . This case is suitable to applications
with aggregation operations such as min or max
(e.g., temperature and humidity), sum (e.g., event
count), and yes-no (e.g., intrusion detection).
2. 2.If 0 < m < 1 and c = 0, the model corresponds to
the scenario in which all sensor nodes can
compress the data they generate and receive by a
factor of m.
3. 3.If m =1 and c = 0, the model corresponds to the
scenario in which all nodes do not perform any
dataaggregation.
In this approach, the network is divided into circular regions
and this type of structure is known as CORONA based
network. There are two type of transmission modes that are
used in alternate manner. Nodes forward some data in
multihop fashion and some data in direct transmission mode.
Now how much data will be send in which mode is different
for different coronas. This is calculated by finding the node
distribution ratio which is the ratio of data transmitted in
direct transmission mode to the total data transmitted in both
modes.

p (u ) 

SINK AT CENTRE:

D (u )
F (u )  D (u )

So the basic idea behind this model is that the energy can be
balanced in nodes of Ci if and only if the data to be send is
balanced among them. In this model, zone based routing
scheme is adopted which is a good scheme to select a node
to forward data that is nearer to sink but it also incurs extra
cost how to implement this zone based routing scheme with
in each corona as well as in the overall network.
According to the simulation results and the graphs obtained
after simulation, it has been observed that it is a better
scheme among all the available schemes so far to balance
energy consumption in wireless sensor networks.
In this model the data distribution ratio for the nodes that are
very nearer to sink is .60(for 2nd corona). So for this ratio(p),
the data transmitted in direct transmission mode will be 1.5
times more than the data transmitted in hop by hop mode. It
makes sense as the nodes that are closer to sink, for them the
direct transmission is more energy efficient as the
transmission distance is very less.
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In opposite to this, the nodes that are in between the
network, for them the data distribution ratio is 0.15 (for
corona Id 10). Now the data transmitted in direct
transmission mode is only upto 20% of the data transmitted
in hop by hop mode. It also makes sense as the distance is
now more in comparison to nodes near to sink, now hop by
hop mode is more preferable over direct transmission to
sink.
Again for the nodes that are very far from the sink ,there is
some increase in data distribution ratio which is because at
last corona the data to forward is less than to inner nodes.
ρ(U)

D(U)

2
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1.5F(U)
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0.50

F(U)
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25
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PROPOSED SCHEME FOR ENERGY BALANCING
A. Basic Concept
Each node in the sensor network will be on a level and more
than one node can be on the same level. Basically the level
of a node will signify the distance of a node from the sink.
The level of the sink will be zero and the levelof a node
increases with the increase in the distance from sink. Itis
also assumed that the sensor nodes are static and every node
has same transmission power and every node can directly
communicate with the sink at any time if required. In our
proposed scheme, a new field named as level no of a node
will be added in the header of the data packet sent by the
node. When a node will send the data in hop by hop mode,
this data will be received only by the nodes that are just on
the previous level of the sender node. This will be achieved
by comparing the level of the sender and receiver nodes. In
our approach, after running the BFS algorithm in the
network, every node knows its level. Basically it will ensure
that the data send by a 2nd level node in the network will be
received by only 1st level nodes. Without loss of generality it
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is assumed that every node in the network can send data to
sink directly if required.
In this scheme, a node will transmit data in two transmission
modes. One mode is hop by hop transmission mode and the
other mode is direct transmission mode. In hop by hop
transmission mode, a node sends data to the nodes that are
on previous level whereas in direct transmission mode, node
will send data directly to the sink.
 Let us assume that Libe the level of a node that is
on ithlevel.
 The transmission range is ‘r’ for hop by hop
transmission .
 The amount of data transmitted in direct
transmission mode is denoted by Dd and data
transmitted in hop by hop mode is Dh.
 The total amount of data generated by a node is
denoted by D.
The amount of data to be transmitted in these two modes is
calculated as follows.

D
Li



Dd 



Dh = D – D d

.12F(U)

So this scheme is better than all the previous schemes as
here the nodes are having data to send in a balance manner.
V.
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B.Levelling of nodes
For the levelling of nodes, Breadth First Search(BFS)
algorithm is used. BFS has a unique property that it divides
the graph into levels and the edges in the BFS tree only
corresponds to adjacent levels. Our approach also uses the
property of BFS tree i.e the level of a node signifies the
shortest distance in terms of hop by hop from the root. The
BFS algorithm will give us the level of the nodes. The
algorithm will start running from sink and the sink will be
labelled as a node having level of zero(0). Then the nodes
that are directly connected to the sink wil be labelled as
level one nodes. The adjacent of level one nodes that have
not been yet visited, will be labelled as2nd levelnodes. This
process will keep on going until all the nodes get their level.
BFS Algorithm for levelling of nodes
BFS(G,s)
1. for each vertex u€ V[G] – {s}
2.
do color[u] ← WHITE
3.
d[u] ← infinite
4.
∏[u] ← nil
5. color[s] ← GRAY
6. d[s] ← 0
7. ∏[s] ← nil
8. Q←Ø
9. ENQUEUE(Q,s)
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

while Q ≠ Ø
do u ← DEQUEUE(Q)
for each v € Adj[u]
do if color[v] = WHITE
then color[v] = GRAY
d[v]=d[u]+1
∏[v] ← u
ENQUEUE(Q,v)
color[u]←BLACK

Fig. Division of Network into levels

Level no
1
2
3
4
5

Dd

Dh

D
.5D
.33D
.25D
.20D

0
.5D
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.75D
.80D

The total no of levels in the graph is totally dependent on the
distance d which is used to construct the graph before
running the BFS algorithm. Basically the larger the d, lesser
the no of levels in the graph and lesser the d, more no of
levels in the graph.
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